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Abstract5

Motive Metallic fibre networks and their mechanical behaviour are only insufficiently understood. In this6

particular field of research, the use of nano-CT scans offers advanced opportunities for the optimised planning of7

experimental work and component design. Several novel applications will benefit from this research; in particular,8

tissue engineering applications where a controlled and reproducible mechanical stimulus on cells is required can make9

use of these components. Method For the present study, the geometry of metallic fibre network samples is measured10

and digitalised through the use of nano-CT scan protocols and adequate radiological post-processing steps. Fibre11

medial axes are transferred into finite element assemblies and are exposed to magnetic actuation models. Network12

displacement of input geometries is quantified by averaging of node displacement fields. Key results Complex 3D13

deformation fields with regions of tension, shear, and compression are obtained. Results from a previous study about14

matrix material deformation can be confirmed in this study for greater sample geometries. The strain magnitude15

is not uniform across the samples; several influencing parameters and deformation patterns are identified. A simple16

analytical model can be presented which quantifies the material deformation. Conclusions Nano-CT scans provide17

an efficient radiological tool in the planning of relevant experimental procedures. The present study confirms the18

general usability of fibre networks for the contactless creation of 3D strain fields in tissue engineering. Mechanical19

effects in tissue growth stimulation known from experimental work are obtained numerically for the investigated20

assemblies. Further work about the mechanical effects in tissue cultures appears highly worthwhile.21
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Introduction25

Motivation. Today’s existing knowledge about the mechanics of fibre networks can be considered incomplete.26

The present study wants to make a contribution to that field and apply nano computed tomography (CT) [1]. It27

uses nano-CT image acquisition and image processing in the context of optimising purposeful experimental work28

and component design. Together with experimentally validated finite element (FE) simulations, the deformation of29

ferromagnetic fibre networks under magnetic actuation is investigated numerically. Previous studies have estimated30

the deformation on global level [2, 3], they relied on simplified single-fibre geometries [4], or they investigated a31

reduced sample volume in interaction with matrix materials [5]. The presented results now are for real fibre network32

geometries obtained by nano-CT scans. Distinct deformation patterns in the material are discovered under magnetic33

actuation. This study was part of a dissertation project at the University of Cambridge [6].34

Material types and the role of geometric input data. The field of metallic fibre networks has attracted35

a lot of research attention but many unknowns remain to be solved. The mechanics, as well as the architectural36

patterns, of sintered fibre networks, as used for the present study, have been investigated experimentally and37

numerically [7, 8, 9, 10, 6]. Beam theory offers an elegant simplification for computational, cheap simulation of38

fibre networks under mechanical or magnetic actuation [10, 5]. A magnetic actuation model for ferromagnetic39

fibre networks has been proposed and applied [4, 5]. The role of computational physics and the FE method40

is very important in this context. Numerical studies allow resource efficient ex-ante predictions about potential41

new experiments or they can provide investigations of experimentally highly expensive aspects, such as the micro42

behaviour within the fibre network structure. Precision of numerical study output heavily relies on the quality of43

input data. This includes 3D specimen dimensions. Tomography imaging acquisition based on Roentgen rays plays44

an increasing role with constantly improving hardware and software which is available [11, 12, 13].45
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In general, physical properties of interest are the mechanical response [14, 15, 16, 10], magnetic response [17, 2, 3],46

thermal conductivity [15, 18, 19, 20], or the practical damage behaviour [21, 22, 23]. A wide range of fibre materials47

has been investigated so far. Polymeric non-woven fabrics have been studied [24, 25, 26]. Actin networks and48

cytoskeletons are one focus of research in biomaterials [27, 28, 29]. Cellulose material which is the basis for the49

production of paper has attracted the interest of researchers [30, 31]. A field of its own is that of theoretical50

materials. In these studies, computationally generated networks are simulated and allow predictions about real51

world materials [32, 33, 34, 35, 15].52

Non-medical engineering applications. Metallic fibre networks with or without sintered inter-fibre bonds53

have been proposed for various applications. One possible mechanical application would be that of composite54

reinforcement. A viable concept was shown very early for bioglass [36]. Studies about the reinforcement of the55

bone-cement mantle (ploymethyl methacrylate) required for cemented orthopaedic prostheses followed [37, 38],56

bone-cement fracture being one major cause of prosthesis failure. Also their application as filters [39] or heat57

exchangers [40, 41] has been researched. The results for magnetic actuation in the present study are of great58

interest because ferromagnetic fibre networks could be controlled contactless for shape changes and make advanced59

applications possible. For example, the drag imposed on a fluid streaming through the mentioned filters or heat60

exchangers could be amended. Experiments with cellulose fibres coated with magnetite nanoparticles have shown61

that advanced paper with inherent magnetic properties can be produced [42, 17]. Advanced paper allows the62

investigation of novel concepts for security paper or also for data storage.63

Medical engineering applications. In medical engineering, fibre networks can be found as biomaterials in64

nature. The cell’s cytoskeleton has been in the early focus of fibre network biomechanical research [43, 44, 45]65

because of its important role in cell division and cell movement. And fibre networks also play a role in medical66

engineering as scaffold materials for tissue and organ engineering. Suitable networks can be obtained in various67

ways of production, such as electro spinning [46]. The material for the present study is produced by fibre mat68

compression and sintering [6, 8, 9, 10, 5]. For the engineering of tissue, the delivery of a precise and locally focussed69

mechanical stimulus can be mandatory [47, 48, 49]. Rubin found already in 1985 [50] that at frequencies of 1.0 Hz70

cyclical strain of the magnitude 0.001 can lead to periosteal and endothelial bone growth which is achievable by the71

fibre networks investigated here [5]. The healing of bone defects is one of the current topics in tissue engineering [51].72

Growth inducing tissue scaffolds are one way to access new therapeutic concepts for enhanced patient benefit. This73

present study wants to investigate through the application of nano-CT images further for metallic fibre networks74

the influencing variables of their deformation locally and globally under a magnetic stimulus.75

Mathematical notation. The present study uses a mathematical notation as follows. Scalars are written76

x, vectors x, and 2nd rank tensors x. Cube faces are written X. The vector product is written as “×” and dot77

product as “·”. Relations which are greater-than and approximately equal are given as “&”. The operator for the78

combination of volumes is given as “∪”.79

Materials and Methods80

For the present study, networks of compressed and sintered steel fibre mats are produced. The geometrical81

dimensions are obtained through nano-CT scanning [1]. In image post-processing, images are segmented in fibre82

and air. The fibres are meshed as FE beam assemblies. The mechanics are analysed through application of the FE83

solver Abaqus [52].84

Material production and material phases. Six fibre network sample cubes of volume V = 4.003 mm3
85

(Fig. 1.a) are chosen as material samples for the present study. The fibre material was used before in studies86

[8, 10, 5]. V consists of two phases, fibre phase Vfibre and void phase Vvoid:87

V = Vfibre ∪ Vvoid (1)

The present study follows a two-phase model [15, 10] for random fibre networks containing a void phase. In this88

model, the Cauchy stress tensor σ [56] is defined for fibre phase and void phase:89

σ 6= 0 ∀ x ∈ Vfibre , σ = 0 ∀ x ∈ Vvoid (2)

Eq. 2 implies that forces or moments can only be prescribed on Vfibre (i.e. the steel fibres, not the void inter-fibre90

space). The volume surface S is defined to consist of six quadratic cube faces, two of them perpendicular each to91

one of the three axes. Two cube faces, Fx and Fy, are of relevance for the boundary conditions (BC) in the present92

study (Fig. 1.a, d, e).93
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(d) Boundary condition BCx (e) Boundary condition BCy

(b) After skelatonisation, meshing of medial axis model 
as beam assembly

(a) Dimensions and cube faces

- Intersecting voxel paths from skeletonisation: 
1. green with original fibre body, 
2. blue, and 
3. red 

- Inter-fibre bonds: orange
- Spring connectors: black

(c) Grid for aggregation
of displacement data

Figure 1: Material samples: (a) Sample cube dimensions, (b) meshing of medial axis model after skeletonisation post-processing step
[53, 54, 55] as beam assembly, (c) aggregation of displacement data on 303-subgrid., (d) and (e) boundary conditions BCx and BCy.

The network material is produced at N.V. Bekaert S.A. (Belgium) as mats by solid state sintering of compressed94

stacks of austenitic American Iron And Steel Institute (AISI) 316L stainless steel fibres. For the present study, the95

material is simulated for a hypothetical magnetic saturationMs as it would be applicable in the case of ferritic AISI96

444. It has been shown that the AISI 316L geometries can equally be obtained for ferritic AISI 444 material [8, 9].97
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This modelling assumption has been applied before to the material of this present study; the AISI 316L geometries98

are treated in the FE model as if they were AISI 444 [5]. The study’s sample cubes (Table 1) are cut by electronic99

discharge machining (EDM). Two of the sample cubes are produced each for a fibre density f of 10, 15, or 20%.100

Nano-CT scanning and image post-processing. Nano-CT scans are acquired at General Electric (Ger-101

many) for a resolution R = 7.75 µm (voltage U = 120 kV, current I = 40 µA, 360° with step size 0.25°). The102

machine uses sub-micron focal spot technology and a copper-0.2 mm filter [1]. Greater R is obtainable by nano-CT103

but reduces the obtainable scanner volume V . The sample scans are segmented (Vfibre, Vvoid) and reduced to104

their medial axes (i.e. voxel paths) through application of a skeletonisation post-processing algorithm (Fig. 1.b)105

[53, 54, 55]. Architectural along with mechanical characterisations of the material in Table 1 have been published106

[8, 10]. For the mechanics of the material it is of importance that with greater material density, i.e. f , the average107

segment length λ between two sintered joints decreases. Greater beam bending stiffness is the consequence.108

Table 1: Fibre network samples: Skeletonisation and FE meshing, network node distribution.

Sample CT scan skeletonisation Number of meshed elements Singularities
Fibre segments λ [µm] Network nodes B31/B32 CONN3D2 BCx BCy

10%-No.1 22,913 235 738,317 700,515 50,960 5 4
10%-No.2 22,789 239 747,015 709,427 50,582 2 4
15%-No.1 37,049 191 993,772 929,249 87,708 2 1
15%-No.2 41,479 181 1,109,687 1,029,453 109,364 - -
20%-No.1 59,936 153 1,382,385 1,265,910 159,257 - -
20%-No.2 59,949 153 1,386,398 1,269,925 159,246 1 1

Sample Network nodes Median Rel. Std. Deviation
Average per 2D pixel slice x-axis y-axis z-axis x-axis y-axis z-axis

10%-No.1 1,431 1,440 1,434 1,424 8.61% 8.48% 12.75%
10%-No.2 1,448 1,443 1,436 1,439 7.99% 8.36% 13.04%
15%-No.1 1,926 1,920 1,931 1,918 7.34% 7.05% 9.48%
15%-No.2 2,151 2,150 2,139 2,140 7.02% 7.13% 9.10%
20%-No.1 2,679 2,683 2,675 2,678 6.11% 6.81% 8.62%
20%-No.2 2,687 2,683 2,667 2,686 6.66% 7.39% 8.13%

The medial axis models are transferred into beam assemblies for the FE solver Abaqus 6.12 and 6.13 [52]. One109

Timoshenko beam [57, 58, 59] of linear interpolation (B31, Table 2) and one of quadratic interpolation (B32) is110

implemented. The beams are simulated for a simplified round cross section of diameter d = 40 µm (i.e. cross section111

area A = (d/2)2π), a Young’s modulus of E = 200 GPa, and for a Poisson’s ratio of ν = 0.3. The inter-fibre112

network joints obtained in the sintering step, dividing fibres into fibre segments, are connected to the network by113

torsional springs (CONN3D2). For the present study, the CONN3D2 stiffness is set to Kjoint = s E A. s is used as114

scaling factor (Table 2). This joint modelling allows for the directed variation of the simulated joint stiffness. It is115

known that for values s > 3, 000 µm the network’s E approximates that obtained for rigid joints. An experimental116

validation of the network E is obtained for s = 5 µm. s has a non-linear influence on the network’s mechanical117

response and is discussed in Fig. 4 and Eq. 9, 10 at the end of the results chapter [10].118

Table 2: Model implementation: Abaqus element types [52] and simulated parameter values.
Element Type Identifier Geometry Interpolation/Connection
Spring connector CONN3D2 3D join & torsional spring

Timoshenko beam B31 3D linear interpolation
B32 3D quadratic interpolation

BC Beam Scaling factor s [µm] Magnetic induction B [T]
BCx B31 5 0.25
BCy B32 10 0.50

(Fig. 1) 30 1.00
300 2.00

Table 1 contains further information about the size of the FE meshes. The number of meshed elements (beams119

and springs) increases for greater f . All network nodes are located first inside V , and second due to the CT scan120

resolution R on a [516R]3-grid.121
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FE model of magnetic actuation. Two different BC settings are implemented (Fig. 1.d, e). At the time122

of the study’s design, this assembly of in-plane magnetic actuation was subject to on-going experiments at the123

University of Cambridge. In both cases, a magnetic induction vector B = [1, 0, 0]TB along the x-axis is simulated.124

For BCx (BCy), all beam elements located on the cube face Fx (Fy) are constrained kinematically along all three125

translational degrees of freedom (DOF) to a depth of hBC = 77.50 µm into the material. The value of hBC is the126

equivalent of 10 pixels in the CT scans. It was chosen for the present study as it was found to approximate the127

stiffness magnitude of experimental in-plane tensile testing [8, 10].128

Under the assumption of complete magnetisation for a hypothetical saturation value of Ms = 1.6 MA/m, a129

moment vector τ is imposed on every beam element. The modelling approach has been applied before to the130

material under magnetic actuation [5]. This value of Ms is validated for ferritic AISI 444 in an experimental131

measurement which can be found in [4]. As mentioned above, the meshed geometries of Table 1 were obtained132

for austenitic AISI 316L. For this study, it is part of the modelling assumptions that the network is simulated for133

the hypothetical Ms of AISI 444. The networks are treated as if they were manufactured from AISI 444 which is134

equally possible [8, 9]. τ is obtained as τ = mtot ×B. The total magnetisation per beam element depends on fibre135

volume and fibre orientation: mtot = MsAfibreL; being aligned to the beam axis [4].136

The system is solved in this study for the imposed BC under the assumptions of linear elasticity and respecting137

the equilibrium conditions of forces and moments. The unit outward normal and σ define the surface traction138

vector: t = σ · nout. Body force per volume f is neglected in the present study (= 0); gravitational forces being a139

typical example for f . This implies that the general form for the equilibrium of forces [60] in Eq. 3 can be simplified140

for the present study to the form in Eq. 4.141

∫
S

t dS +
∫
V

f dV = 0 (3)

Eq. 3 f=0===⇒
∫
S

t dS = 0 (4)

The equilibrium of moments [60] in Eq. 5 is calculated with respect to the origin of the point vector x. The142

general form can be rewritten to Eq. 6 for the present study, considering f = 0 and adding the sum of imposed τ143

as magnetic actuation [5].144

∫
S

(x× t) dS +
∫
V

(x× f) dV = 0 (5)

Eq. 5 f=0, +τ======⇒
∫
Fx

(x× t) dS

magnetic actuation︷ ︸︸ ︷
+

∑
Vfibre

τ = 0 (6)

The relevant section of S is defined by the simulated BC, i.e. cube face Fx or Fy (Fig. 1.d, e). Eq. 3 to 6 adopt145

the Lagrangian reference frame [61]. The Eulerian reference frame [62, 63] is advantageous for the modelling of146

fluids. The analyses of the present study are run on a local workstation. This workstation has two Intel(R) Xeon(R)147

X5650 CPU processors (2.66 GHz, 6 threads and 12 cores each) with an available memory of 96 GB-RAM. For the148

implemented model, the solver runs into up to five singularities (Table 1). These are caused by fibre segments which149

are mechanically unconnected to the rest of the mesh. Due to the mesh size (≈ 106 network nodes), this number150

of singularities is negligible for the mechanical analyses of this study. For the facilitation of the solving process, all151

six DOF are constrained on these nodes.152

For the evaluation of the obtained displacement field defined on the 5163-grid, it is aggregated on a 303-subgrid153

(Fig. 1.c). First, the obtained results of node displacement are averaged per grid cell. Second, the equivalent154

von-Mises strain εv.M. is calculated from this for each grid cell [64, 65].155

Results156

The results of this study analyse the network geometries as obtained in nano-CT post-processing for its me-157

chanical response under magnetic actuation. Distinctive, reproducible patterns of local deformation and strain158
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distribution are discovered in the material. These are discussed here, also with regard to the material density159

distribution inside the samples. These findings are of importance with regard to the medical applications in tissue160

engineering where the magnitude of mechanical strain is decisive [50] .161

Material density distribution. Due to the statistical nature of the investigated network material, the study162

of sample geometry with regard to density and isotropy of fibre orientation is mandatory for mechanical analysis.163

The samples are analysed in Table 1 and Fig. 2 for the exhibited material density as obtained for the given V . This164

material property, together with the fibre orientation distribution, is of great relevance for the conclusions from the165

deformation patterns presented in the following sections. From previous architectural analyses [8, 9], it is already166

known that the main orientation direction of fibre segments lies parallel to the xy-plane. Yet in the xy-plane itself,167

no dominating direction of fibre orientation exists.168

The post-processed [53, 10] nano-CT scans are the described strings of voxel cubes. Table 1 contains for each169

sample the average number of FE network nodes per 2D pixel slice in the sample cube. Their absolute number170

of 0.7 million (f = 10%) to 1.4 million (f = 20%) per sample leads to a numerical average number of nodes171

between 1.4 thousand and 2.7 thousand for each 2D pixel slice along each of the three axes. The median found172

for their distribution is shown in Table 1 too. It shows that the distribution median of network nodes per 2D173

pixel slice deviates in the investigated samples only marginally from the numerical average value. This holds174

true for each sample along each of the three axes. The obtained relative standard deviation expressed as ratio175

of the mean amounts to less than 8.6% in-plane and 13.0% out-of-plane. These numbers show that the in-plane176

deviation is generally less than the out-of-plane one along the z-axis. This observation concerning material density177

is new and is of great interest for future manufacturing tolerance measures. Of interest is also that the obtained178

standard deviation decreases for greater f . This trend implies for greater f a more even fibre distribution during179

manufacturing.180

In addition to Table 1, Fig. 2 plots the distribution of network nodes per 2D pixel slice along the three axes for181

each sample. The total network nodes are plotted for a 1293-grid when counted per grid cell along the three axes.182

As shown by the median and standard deviation in Table 1, a deviation from the numerical average exists; however,183

specific regions of greater/lesser density don’t. The greatest deviation from the sample average is obtained in each184

case at the cube faces. The cube faces are obtained after sintering of the compressed fibres and after the cutting185

by EDM. This analysis demonstrates that these two manufacturing steps also will need to be considered further in186

the future by tolerance measures.187

These findings of a uniform distribution in the given sample size (V = 4.003 mm3) are of importance for the188

deformation patterns discovered in the material under magnetic actuation. The deformation patterns are not caused189

by non-uniform material density or fibre orientation in the sample cubes. Instead, they can be seen as an inherent190

and reproducible material feature exhibited by this statistical network.191

Deformation patterns and deformation magnitude. The parameter values simulated in the present study192

for s and B are shown in Table 2. Each parameter value is simulated in combination with all others. This means193

that 64 simulations are run for each of the 6 samples.194

Fig. 3 exhibits distinct so far unknown deformation patterns. Those patterns are of great interest with regard195

to the discussed potential applications of the material. The displacement plots of Sample-15%-No.1 under magnetic196

actuation of B = 0.50 T are plotted for both BC. u [µm] is plotted together with its components along the three197

axes u1, u2, u3. Although the network’s architecture has been known before, its precise deformation under magnetic198

actuation wasn’t. Now, it can be seen that the network is exposed to a complex 3D deformation state. A summary199

of the deformation types is given in Table 3. This complex 3D deformation is in contrast to the very uniform200

elongation found for this network type under uniaxial mechanical actuation [10].201

Table 3: Deformation type: Elongation, compression, and shear under magnetic actuation and resulting deformation patterns (Fig. 3).
Deformation BCx BCy
Elongation u1 - red u2 - red
Compression u1 - blue u2 - blue

Shear u2 - blue u1 - red
Displacement BCx BCy Obtained deformation pattern

Total u ↔ u rings of half circles

In-plane u1 ↔ u2 max and min value in opposing corners on cube face opposing BC
u2 ↔ u1 “cantilever beam bending”

Out-of-plane u3 = u3 -

In the network, regions of tension and compression (u1 for BCx, u2 for BCy), and also shear parallel to the202
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Figure 2: Material density: Distribution of network nodes along cube axes.

constrained cube face (u2 for BCx, u1 for BCx) exist. These are particularly well visible on the cube face opposite203

to the one constrained under the applied BC. A summary of the observable patters is contained in Table 3. It can204

be seen for Sample-15%-No.1 in Fig. 3 that on S fibres exposed to great deflection exist which are only loosely205

connected to the main mesh. The loose connection of these fibres is caused by the EDM cutting process of the206

sample cubes.207
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Figure 3: Deformation plot: Displacement field u and its axial components [µm] under (a) BCx, and (b) BCy for Sample-15%-No.1
under magnetic actuation of B = 0.50 T, s = 5 µm, B31.

The patterns obtained for BCx and BCy are highly similar relative to the constrained cube face but they are208

not entirely identical. The total displacement field u can be described in both cases by rings of half-circles which209
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are centred on the midpoint of the constrained cube face. The value of u increases for greater circle radius. The210

patterns for BCx and BCy obtained for the two in-plane components, u1 and u2, match each other. However,211

they are rotated by 90° just as the constrained cube face. The displacement parallel to the constrained cube face is212

interestingly similar to that of the bending of a cantilever beam. The displacement perpendicular to the constrained213

cube face exhibits for both BC a global maximum as well as a global minimum on the cube face opposite of Fx or214

Fy. The rotation of 90° for the patterns of u1 and u2 for the two BC (which are themselves rotated by 90°) matches215

the observation that no dominating direction of fibre orientation exists in the xy-plane. The deformation along the216

out-of-plane direction, u3, shows for both BC a global maximum and global minimum in one of the cube’s corners.217

A pattern comparable for both BC of u3 is not obtained. It is important to put these results in perspective with the218

findings about the uniform density distribution in the samples of Fig. 2. The observable patterns are not the result219

of an uneven density distribution in the samples. Instead, these deformation patterns under magnetic actuation220

can be considered a reproducible material feature.221

In a further step, the displacement fields are averaged on the 303-subgrid (Fig. 1.c) and used as input for the222

calculation of the strain field. This allows for the first time the quantification of the strain obtained under magnetic223

actuation for the investigated material: the equivalent von-Mises strain measure εv.M. is calculated, and averaged224

for the entire sample (Fig. 4.a, b). For increased accuracy of the plot, the value of f plotted is the one measured225

by a volumetric measurement technique (sample weight and dimensions) [8].226

For a magnetic induction of 0.50 T, the magnitude of εv.M. lies within a range from 10−4 to 10−3 for both BC.227

εv.M. decreases for greater f . In a previous study about the strain imposed under magnetic actuation on a matrix228

material in the void phase for a sample cube of Vred = 0.7753 mm3, a positive dεv.M./df is obtained irrespectively of229

the matrix stiffness [5, 6]. The change of sample cube size (V = 4.003 mm3 > Vred) results in a size effect regarding230

network stiffness. Depending on the applied BC, the size effect can increase or equally decrease the network stiffness231

(dE/dV ≷ 0) [10, 6]. It is one of the interesting features of this material and subject of on-going research.232

Because of the linearity assumption, B scales the obtained εv.M. linearly (Eq. 6). For the linear or quadratic233

interpolation of the Timoshenko beams (B31 or B32), a change in obtained εv.M. is measurable (Table 4, Eq. 8).234

The graph (Fig. 4.a, b) demonstrates however that the influence of the linear or quadratic interpolation for the235

Timoshenko beams can be regarded as negligible for practical considerations. Given the inherent error size arising236

from other process steps such as the CT scanning or skeletonisation, the difference from beam interpolation vanishes237

and could well be neglected in later studies about prototype design for the mentioned applications.238

Statistical and spatial strain distribution. For the application of a controllable strain field on the cells239

attaching to a scaffold detailed knowledge about strain size and strain distribution is necessary. Fig. 4.c, d and 5240

investigate the strain distribution inside the samples. The results are averaged for the two samples per value of f .241

First, the statistical distribution p(x) is shown in Fig. 4.c, d for both BC. Again, the BC has no influence on the242

overall obtained results. For each distribution curve, one single global peak of p(x) is obtained. It can be seen in each243

case that for greater f the single global peak of p(x) is shifted leftwards and towards greater values. That shift of244

p(x) (leftwards and upwards) is also seen when B is changed from 2.00 to 0.25 T. This is in line with dεv.M./df < 0245

(Fig. 4.a, b) and the linearity assumption towards B (Eq. 6). In the investigated samples, the p(x)-peak lies in a246

range between 0 and 10−3 of εv.M. for the applied B. This quantification of statistical strain occurrences has been247

seen before and will also be of great interest for future prototype studies.248

Second, the spatial distribution of εv.M. is shown in Fig. 5 for both BC. The values of εv.M. are averaged along249

the out-of-plane z-axis and plotted on a 42-grid. These plots are of importance because they give details about250

where greater or lesser values of εv.M. can be found inside the samples. The observable pattern for the spatial251

distribution of εv.M. is similar to that of u shown before in Fig. 3. The lowest observed values of εv.M. are located252

in the proximity of the midpoint on the constrained cube face. Values of εv.M. increase with proximity to the non-253

constrained cube faces. The maxima of εv.M. are located in the corners of the cube face opposing the constrained254

one. The magnitude of these maxima increases for lesser f . Also in the case of the spatial distribution, the two255

Timoshenko beams produce highly similar results. As mentioned previously for the displacement patterns in Fig. 3,256

the patterns shown for the spatial distribution of εv.M. are not caused by non-uniform mesh density (Fig. 2). This257

means that they too can be considered to be a reproducible feature of the investigated material. These findings258

imply that during the design of further experimental set-ups the local variation in fibre scaffold deformation needs259

to be taken into consideration in the experimental procedures.260

Parameter discussion. For the linear-elastic range, the mechanical response of the material is linear with261

regard to parameters such as E, Ms, and B. Parameters with non-linear influence on εv.M. are f , Kjoint, and the262

Timoshenko beam type. The most complex single parameter is the fibre density f . It is obtained by the degree of263

fibre compression during the network manufacturing and is expressed as fraction of the sample’s V . Greater fibre264

compression alters the bending between fibres, increases the number of inter-fibre bonds, and thus decreases the265
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e) (f)

Figure 4: Strain magnitude: (a) and (b) obtained averaged εv.M. values depending on f , (c) and (d) statistical distribution p(x), (e)
and (f) dεv.M./ds in a log-log-plot depending on s, each for BCx and BCy.

fibre segment length λ. The mechanical network response is dominated to a great extent by beam deflection over266

beam elongation and is strongly affected by a change of f and λ [10]. This is why also for the response to magnetic267

actuation no simple relationship exists for a change of f . However, it can be seen in Fig. 4.a, b of this present study268

that εv.M. decreases for greater f for the investigated sample volume V = 4.003 mm3. The size effect known for the269

material [10] changes the mechanical response and is also one highly interesting part of the future work. For the two270

Timoshenko beams (B31 and B32), the mechanical network response is known the be of marginally greater stiffness271

for B31 (Eq. 7) [10]. The marginally greater EB31 would let expect that εv.M. conversely increases for B32 when272

identical magnetic actuation is imposed (Eq. 8). This is confirmed by the results of the present study (Table 4).273
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(a) Boundary condition BCx

(b) Boundary condition BCy

Figure 5: Spatial distribution: Obtained local εv.M. (averaged for each f and along the z-axis) depending on x and y in (a) for BCx,
and (b) for BCy.

EB31 & EB32 (7)

εv.M.,B31 . εv.M.,B32 (8)

Independently of the imposed BC, B32 returns marginally greater values for εv.M.. This holds true for each f ,274

and all combinations of values for s and B, except for one single data point. The magnitude of the deviation is in275
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Table 4: Influence of Timoshenko beam (B31 and B32): ∆ = εv.M.,B32
εv.M.,B31

− 1.

f=10% Boundary condition BCx Boundary condition BCy

s [µm] B = 0.25 T 0.50 T 1.00 T 2.00 T B = 0.25 T 0.50 T 1.00 T 2.00 T
5 3.97h 4.04h 2.87h 1.25h 7.88h 6.35h 5.41h 5.20h
10 3.04h 3.03h 5.18h 4.79h 7.44h 6.07h 5.69h 5.56h
30 3.00h 4.17h -2.40h 4.74h 7.95h 6.64h 5.56h 5.11h
300 3.24h 3.23h 4.61h 0.29h 9.64h 5.90h 5.45h 5.19h

f=15% Boundary condition BCx Boundary condition BCy

s [µm] B = 0.25 T 0.50 T 1.00 T 2.00 T B = 0.25 T 0.50 T 1.00 T 2.00 T
5 8.16h 7.06h 7.62h 7.94h 8.04h 6.10h 7.28h 7.43h
10 8.08h 7.61h 7.66h 7.82h 7.83h 8.02h 7.38h 7.68h
30 9.23h 8.32h 8.88h 8.53h 8.49h 7.21h 9.80h 8.61h
300 7.09h 9.73h 8.28h 8.75h 8.34h 8.57h 7.88h 9.22h

f=20% Boundary condition BCx Boundary condition BCy

s [µm] B = 0.25 T 0.50 T 1.00 T 2.00 T B = 0.25 T 0.50 T 1.00 T 2.00 T
5 16.86h 15.99h 16.24h 16.08h 16.07h 15.52h 15.21h 15.26h
10 18.10h 17.28h 17.21h 16.92h 16.50h 16.08h 16.06h 16.10h
30 19.10h 17.12h 17.61h 17.88h 17.58h 16.82h 17.13h 16.90h
300 18.76h 19.19h 18.18h 18.53h 17.79h 17.28h 17.39h 17.09h

the range between 3h and 2%. With some minor exceptions, an increase of this deviation can be seen for greater276

f . For practical considerations concerning the applications of the investigated material, this deviation can be seen277

as negligible. Nonetheless, it is of interest for the accuracy of numerical modelling. The influence of segment length278

by changing f seems one worthwhile aspect for future research.279

The joint stiffness Kjoint, scaled linearly by s, is known to relate non-linearly to the mechanical response. For280

ever greater values of s, E tends towards values equal to those of networks with rigid inter-fibre joints [10]. In this281

study, the influence of s on εv.M. under magnetic actuation is studied further. For that purpose, Fig. 6 compares282

the influence of s and B on εv.M.. The curved isolines (constant value of εv.M.) confirm that s has a non-linear and283

decreasing influence on εv.M.. The increasingly vertical direction of the isolines for s > 10 µm demonstrates that in284

this range of Kjoint B is the parameter dominating the magnitude of εv.M.. This finding is also of great importance285

for the manufacturing process. It shows that once a certain Kjoint has been achieved in the sintering by s ≈ 10 µm286

a further increase of Kjoint has only minor influence on the magnetic response and εv.M.. Unless other reasons for287

greater Kjoint like improved fatigue behaviour exist, resources would not need to be invested on this parameter.288

The observable pattern in Fig. 6 is independent of f , Timoshenko beam (B31 and B32), and BC. The influence of289

s on εv.M. reaches in each case its maximum at min(s) = 5 µm and max(B) = 2.00 T.290

From the results of this study, an analytical equation for the relation between εv.M. and s can be derived.291

Fig. 4.e, f plots the increment dεv.M./ds in a log-log-plot. The data gives almost perfectly straight lines. This292

means that the following equation describes this log-log-relationship [66]:293

[
dεv.M.

ds

]
= a B sb (9)

Eq. 9 holds true, irrespectively of f , BC, or Timoshenko beam. a and b are material constants. Regression294

values for a and b from the values of Fig. 4.e, f are given in Table 5 as obtained for B = 1 T. The expression295

dεv.M./ds can be transformed into εv.M. by integration along s:296

εv.M. =
∫ [

dεv.M.

ds

]
ds =

∫
( a B sb) ds = 1

b+ 1 a B sb+1

a [T−1µm−(b + 1)], b [−] ∈ R−
(10)
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(a) Boundary condition BCx

(b) Boundary condition BCy

Figure 6: Parameter study: Obtained εv.M. (averaged for each f) depending on s and B in (a) for BCx, and (b) for BCy.

The magnitude of dεv.M./ds and εv.M. scales linearly with B. The coefficient of determination r2 gives proof297

of the near perfect match with values close to the ideal 1. The importance of Eq. 10 is that for the first time the298

network strain magnitude under magnetic actuation can be linked by a very simple analytical equation to Kjoint.299

Future work will have to investigate what variables define the deformation and strain for amended geometries of300

fibre network bodies. This will be of particular interest in the planning of experimental procedures involving cell301

cultures.302
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Table 5: Regression analysis: Values plotted in Fig. 4.e, f leading to εv.M. = 1
b+1 a B sb+1 (Eq. 10).

BCx BCy

FVF and beam type a [T−1µm−(b + 1)] b [-] r2 [-] a [T−1µm−(b + 1)] b [-] r2 [-]

f = 10% for B31 -2.3092·10−4 -1.5690 0.974 -3.0284·10−4 -1.6420 0.996
B32 -3.5820·10−4 -1.7250 0.996 -3.0144·10−4 -1.6386 0.996

f = 15% for B31 -1.1683·10−4 -1.6294 0.997 -1.2201·10−4 -1.6403 0.999
B32 -1.1406·10−4 -1.6200 0.996 -1.1279·10−4 -1.6121 0.994

f = 20% for B31 -9.3871·10−5 -1.6197 0.996 -9.5253·10−5 -1.6199 0.996
B32 -9.5028·10−5 -1.6218 0.996 -9.5116·10−5 -1.6181 0.996

Conclusions about FE simulations based on nano-CT images303

The obtained 3D deformation fields demonstrate that sintered fibre networks are subjected to complex 3D304

deformation under magnetic actuation. Regions of compression, tension, and shear can be identified. Equivalent305

strain measures, such as the von-Mises strain εv.M., provide a useful tool for strain field quantification. The306

deformation patterns discovered in the present study are not the results of uneven material distribution or fibre307

orientation. Instead, they can be considered a reproducible material feature under magnetic actuation.308

This study employs nano-CT as acquisition methodology for 3D images of the samples. Combined with the309

post-processing [53, 54] employed, it is an efficient tool for the creation of FE meshes. Similar applications of the310

skeletonisation algorithms, apart from fibre networks, are rock cross sections and the shape of cortical neurons. It311

is demonstrated that nano-CT allows the efficient acquisition of complex 3D fibre network geometries. The post-312

processed image stacks are transferable into FE assemblies of more than 1 million elements. Without automated313

image acquisition, these 3D shapes could not be realised, or at least not at that scale of sample size. In the314

optimisation of experimental procedures such as prototyping for the application of fibre networks, nano-CT scans315

provide an important radiological tool.316

Increasing fibre density f is shown to reduce the obtained strain at this V . The influence of the size effect is one317

of the very interesting topics for future research. The influence of the Timoshenko beam interpolation (linear or318

quadratic) on the strain magnitude matches the respective influence observed for these two beams on the transverse319

Young’s modulus [10].320

The deformation is not uniform across the samples under magnetic actuation, unlike what’s known for uniaxial321

mechanical actuation [10]. Local strain peaks are located in the free corners of the sample cubes, independently of322

the applied BC setting. This has to be taken into consideration for applications of the material in the future. The323

imposing of a mechanical stimulus for the enhancing of eg bone growth is one potential field in tissue engineering.324

Controllability and reproducibility of mechanics will be mandatory for this. A reference design point for this is325

still the experimental work of Rubin from 1985 where he demonstrated periosteal and endothelial bone growth at326

frequencies of 1.0 Hz cyclical strain of the magnitude 0.001 [50].327

A comparison between the influence of the joint stiffness and the influence of the magnetic induction on the328

strain magnitude demonstrates that the latter one exceeds the first one by far. This implies for the manufacturing329

or the potential design of machine components including these fibre networks that the joint stiffness is negligible330

with respect to the magnitude of magnetic induction as long as a minimum joint stiffness is achieved in the sintering331

step. The non-linear influence of the joint stiffness can be expressed by a simple analytical function which we derive332

in this study (Eq. 10).333

The range of worthwhile future work is manifold. The material stiffness exhibits a distinctive dependency on334

sample size [10]. This effect would be worth investigating further also under magnetic actuation. The current model335

neglects mechanical inter-fibre interaction due to the computational demands (≈ 106 beams per sample). For future336

studies in particular if of smaller scale, the assignment of surface interaction rules will be of interest. And of course,337

in-vitro studies which include cell cultures on 3d scaffolds are of interest. Greater controllability of geometry and338

deformation patterns will be achievable by the use of 3D printed scaffolds [67, 68]. The integration of fibre network339

scaffolds into vibration bioreactors [69] offers manifold options for the controlled stimulation of tissue. In the field of340

bone tissue engineering, several future applications could benefit from growth inducing 3D scaffolds. Whether the341

optimal way for growth stimulation will be mechanically [50] or in other forms that influence cell biology pathways342

remains to be seen. Bone defect healing after traumatic bone fractures or joint replacement surgery still affects343

patients [70]. 3D scaffolds have the potential to allow new therapies with greater patient benefit [51]. Metallic fibre344
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networks are one technology option for that. Nano-CT image acquisition in combination with the FE method is a345

valuable methodology when investigating their local mechanical deformation.346
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